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Anyone for Nuclear Duopoly? 

Bruce M. Russett 

he title of the book is the message. I t  is a T message worth pondering by all of us who 
are puzzled about the arms race and about disarmament 
efforts. President Carter seems to have come to his office 
with high hope and commitment to arms control and/or 
disarmament. This is reflected in his strong public 
statements about ending nuclear weapons tests, drasti- 
cally reducing the number of stra!egic nuclear delivery 
vehicles on both the American and Soviet sides, and 
bringing the international armaments trade under much 
stricter control. I t  was presaged by the remark he niade 
nearly two years ago, early in his campaign for the 
nomination, that he sought rrrrdenr discirrrrartirrrt . (What 
a marvelously ambitious goal.) Yet we can remain 
skeptical about the probable success of these efforts and 
puzzled by the recent apparent impasse in Soviet- 
American arnis control negotiations. In The Gnrrr~~ OJ 
Disarrrranrerrr Alva Myrdal has a message that offers an 
explanation of why Soviet-American negotiations do not 
lead very far, and of why they cannot lead far, given 
other aims and expectations of most Soviet and Ameri- 
can political leaders. Whether Carter is a sufficient 
exception to the general pattern, and whether he can 
carry the support of enough other superpower leaders to 
break the arms race, remains to be seen. In offering her 
analysis. and even in  offering her exhortations, Myrdal 
gives us reason for skepticism. 

We are, I t h i n k ,  all a bit too jaded by now to accept 
uncritically the nursery tale that the United States is 
engaged sirrip/! in an arms race to keep up wi th  or stay 
ahead of the big bad Russians. The causation is not 
merely from Russian action to continuing American 
reaction. Nor do  we accept the equally (even niore?) 
childish counternotion that it is the peace-loving Rus- 
sians who are always forced to keep pace with the 
American capitalist aggressors. 

Nor-and this is more in te res t ing40 we hold any 
longer to the image of mutual action-reaction. To say 
that the Americans and Russians are honestly racing each 
other, with no particular instigitor or villain i n  the act. 
does not convince us much either. While an advance over 
one-sided "we're vigilant; they must be deterred" kinds 
of explanations, the action-reaction niodel ignores the 
forces within both superpowers that drive each to ever 
higher arms levels, and for which the existence of a 
"rival" power provides an excuse but not the reason. 

Some European scholars observing this phenomenon 
have characterized i t  as a form of national nittisin, an 
analogy to the autistic child, who lives in a virtually 
sealed interior world. The acts of such a child are almost 
exclusively responses to internal stimuli, and he is 
impenetrable to any messages-hostile or benign-from 
the external world. Here then come all the familiar 
charges about a military-industrial complex of soldiers 
and sellers who feed each other at the public "defense" 
expenditure trough, and about self-serving Russian and 
American officials who want new weapons or bigger 
armies simply to maintain a bureaucratic power base. 

The Gartic of Discir~trcrrircrir: Ho~v rlie Uriiretl Slci/cs 
t i r id Riissici Rrirr IIIC Arrrrs Rcicc, by Alva Myrdal 
(Pantheon; 397 pp,; $15.00) 

Of course we really are aware that all these tales in fact 
carry a bit of t ru th ,  just as Homer even now gives us some 
fragments of fact about how life was among the ancient 
Hellenes. The Russians are more than occasionally 
malign; the two superpowers are in critical ways trapped 
in a spiral of unending competition; domestic actors with 
selfish economic, bureaucratic, and ideological con- 
cerns do exist and flourish. The problem is to sort out 
these various influences, to decide which is niore impor- 
tant in determining particular policies or decisions for 
ariiis acquisition. In addition Alva Myrdal adds a major 
type of explanation that will be new to most Americans. 
I t  is an explanation persuasive enough to stand alongside 
the others and to demand our open-eyed scrutiny. While 
not "the" explanation of the arms race, it seems a partial 
truth worthy of respect. Peoples of the Third World, and 
even many of our friends in Western Europe, have 
perceived its (at least partial) accuracy for some time. 

Myrdal's charge is direct: "Behind their outwardly 
often fierce disagreements.. .there has always been a 
secret and undeclared collusion between the superpow- 
ers. Neither of them has wanted to be restrained by 
effective disarinnnient measures.'' But thc reason is not 
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just that internal "military-industrial complexes" doni- 
inating the governments of the superpowers have not 
wanted to be restrained. Rather, i t  is part of a game of 
irrrerrrariorinl politics. "Military competition results in 
an e ve r- i nc re as i ng super io r i t y-m i 1 i tar i I y and tech - 
nologically-of the already overstrong superpow- 
ers, thus sharpening the discrimination against all lesser 
powers who have become, in fact, defenseless against 
them." The name of the game is duopoly, with the super- 
powers not merely stimulating each other to acquisi- 
tion of ever more expensive and sophisticated weapons, 
but in so doing continually outpacing, by an enormous 
margin, any military force available to any other state or 
combination of states. 

yrdal supports her accusations by refer- M ring to various facets of arms control and 
disarniament negotiations that she monitored from 1962 
on as the representative of Sweden in the Geneva 
Disarmament Committee. Her documentation and 
analyses are buttressed by numerous studies of the 
internationally famous (and respected for its neutrality) 
Stockholni International Peace Research Institute 
(SIPRI), of which she is one of the principal founders. 
She did not begin with a perception of the superpowers as 
motivated principally by desires to maintain their 
duopoly, but came to i t  from extended personal observa- 
tion. Among the evidences she niarshals are: 

I .  The failure of the SALT agreements to produce any 
disarmament by the superpowers, or even to limit effec- 
tively the acquisition of qualitatively more horrendous 
weapons systems. ("Only when the arms race has 
reached a point where some type of bomb or delivery 
vehicle is obsolete or further weapons development has 
lost any military usefulness to the superpowers will a 
gesture of 'disarmament' or arms limitation be made.") 

2. The superpowers' resistance to effective prohibi- 
tions of biological and chemical warfare, especially the 
latter. While further production of chemical weapons 
may be banned (though with woefully inadequate control 
mechanisms enforcing the ban), there is little prospect of 
an agreement to destroy existing stocks of such 
weapons-stocks possessed, overwhelmingly, by the 
superpowers. 

3. The superpowers' sponsorship of the Non- 
Proliferation Treaty to prevent the rise of new nuclear 
powers, while themselves resisting nuclear disarmament 
and, indeed, vigorously continuing a program of under- 
ground nuclear testing unaffected by the prohibition of 
atmospheric testing under the, Partial Test-Ban Treaty. 

The smaller states have consistently argued that the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty is grossly discriminatory 
against them; that while they are supposed to forego 
acquisition of nuclear weapons, the superpowers have 
agreed to no concrete steps to reduce their ever-growing 
nuclear inventories and ever-growing reliance on nu-  
clear deterrence. As a result of this, of new cheaper 
nuclear technology, and increasing political insecurities 
of many now nonnuclear states, the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty is breaking down. K. Subrahmanyam, former 
director of the Institute for Defense Studies and Analyses 
in  New Delhi, can write that the price of the superpow- 

ers' strategy "is to convert the nuclear issue into ;I 
confrontation between North and South, and make the 
development of nuclear technology a symbol of declaru- 
tion of autonomy from neo-colonialist dependence. " A 
major European social scientist can harangue,an interna- 
tional social science congress with the intlammatory 
words, "Nuclear war is a rich man's problem." Alas, 
that is about to become no longer true. I am told that the 
",optimists" in the U.S. Arms Control are those who 
believe that, while nuclear proliferation will inevitably 
occur, there is a role for American policy in slowing or 
preventing nuclear weapons acquisition by specific 
states (for example, South Korea, Taiwan). As for the 
pessimists.. . . 

4. The superpowers' retention, as key elements of 
both doctrine and preparation, of the option of "first 
use" of nuclear weapons in response to conventional 
(nonnuclear) attacks by each other or each other's allies 
anywhere in  the world. 

On the last. Myrdal emphasizes the differences in 
perspective that should separate Europeans and Ameri- 
cans. American policy sees "flexible response" and 
tactical nuclear war in Europe as a highly dangerous but 
nevertheless imaginable response to nny major Soviet 
ground attack from the east. Such a war, if contined in 
Europe, would spare the superpowers' homelands from 
holocaust. For Europeans, however, i t  would be " l i m i t -  
ed" in no meaningful sense; rather i t  would be a war of 
annihilation. Europeans' who accept such strategy as 
"deterrence" utterly ignore the awful implications if ,  
for any reason (perhaps inadvertent), major conflict 
should begin even at an initially conventional level. 
Frightening to reilective Europeans is the fact that SALT 
accommodations between the superpowers are ad- 
dressed to niissiles and bombersofsrrnrcgic range, not to 
delivery systems usable "merely" within Europe. 
"That means that the potential enemies mutually help to 
protect each others' homelands, leaving all other coun- 
tries in the lower shooting range in the line of fire." 

Much strategy, especially of the United States, con- 
tinues also to address conditions where nuclear weapons 
might be used against nonnuclear powers, as in Korea or 
the Middle East. Why not at least a superpower pledge 
never to initiate use of nuclear weapons against nonnu-  
clear powers if the duopolists must nevertheless retain the 
option of first use against each other? Because. Myrdal 
says, such a pkdge would undercut the superpowers' 
determination to maintain their secure dominance over 
all others. 

yrdal presents two immediate impera- M tives if the threat of nuclear war is to be 
reduced to even remotely tolerable levels: a banning of 
all nuclear weapons tests (presaging President Carter's 
Inaugural Address), and b reduction of the superpowers' 
strategic delivery systems to the level of a minimum 
deterrent (elimination of the gross "overkill" capacity). 
In  the latter context she argues that for a deterrent there is 
no need for either side to insist on maintaining parity in 
retaliatory forces; i t  would be enough to have even a 
substantially "inferior" force i f  that nevertheless repre- 
sented "a sufficient threat of unacceptable damage" to 
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an attacker. Here, however. she seems to overlook the 
power of' her own logic to iiiake a vital connection: A /  
Irasi nuclear parity is required for a power to have a 
"crcdible first strike" capability. So long as a "first 
use" of nuclear weapons remains part of the superpow- 
ers' arsenal 0 1  threats, as to "defend" Europe. so long 
will the coniiiiitiiient to soinething like parity remain 
essential. And so long will i t  be extremely difficult to 
negotiate a cap to the superpower arms race. 

A touching quality of the book, despite Myrdal's 
anger at Anierican and Russian policies, is her faith in 
American public opinion. She notes: "This book is 
being published in  the United States, and although its 
message is meant to be directed towards all peoples i n  the 
world, niy hope for a hearing is very much focused on 
America.'' "In the United States courageous leadership 
is needed to calm down a public opinion that has been 
worked up to blind fear of being left behind in the arms 
race." I t  is perhaps too easy to be cynical about such 
faith, and perhaps to call i t  naiveti. Yet I t h ink  she is 
right to focus attention on American opinion about the 
acquisition and use of nuclear weapons. I f  there could 
arise a widespread revulsion against "first use," and 
especially first or nrr.v threatened use against cities, the 
basic rules of the superpower arnis race "game" would 
change beyond recognition. 

Wc have become so inured to such threats that they 
iiiay sceni entirely "normal." Yet historically they are 
not so. I can t h i n k  of no previous period (before World 
War I I )  in  the modern history of man when "deterrence" 
was directed in ;L major, explicit way against the 
populncc of a "civilized" country. One niight threaten a 
' ' West e rn ' ' or ' ' Euro pea n ' ' go ve rn me n t . s ab i I i t  y to 
retain its military might or civil control. or one might 
directly attack or threaten the populace of "savages. 
But  countercity threats against, "Western" nations re- 
ally are new. I n  1946 the United Nations General 
Assembly could still pass a resolution declaring that 
"wanton destruction of cities. towns, or villages. or 
devastating not justified by military necessity." was to 
be considered a war crime. Would we now really accept 
the execution of countercity "retaliatory strikes" ful ly  
as "military necessity"'? The International Committee 
of the Red Cross, in  its Conferences of Government 
Experts on Arnis in  Switzerland. has recently been 
promoting prohibition of aerial bombardnient of civilian 
populations, but so far without much effect. 

.. 

ne niore! component of the frightening 0 inbernational insecurity situation de- 
serves some attention here: the global arms trade. Ac- 
cording to SIPRI. world arms sales. especially to the 
Third World, have boomed enormously from a "mere" 
$2 or $3 billion in  1970. SlPRl estimates that current 
orders for weapons and military services to be traded 
across national borders amount to $20 billion. Of that 
aniount the United States is responsible for about half. 
The booni is intimately tied to changes in the world 
economy. Iran and the Arabs raise the price of oil. The 
revenues come in  faster than they can be spent for 
development. B u t  rigional host i I  i t  ies ( I  ran- Arabs. 
Arabs-Israel. Arabs-Arabs) create an insatiable demand 

for arms, so long as there is money to huy  theiii. The 
U.S. and Western Europe have to pay much niore, for 
much more oil, than before. How to pay'? Why, sell arms 
of course. And the Russians too. Soviet dgriculture is as 
inefficient as ever. and wheat imports become a domes- 
tic political necessity. The West, especially the Anieri- 
cans, have wheat for sale. How to pay ( in  hard cur- 
rency)? Why. sell arms to the Arabs of course. Thus a 
triangular trade is built and entrenched in the structure 
both of world niarkets and of the domestic economies of 
the major economic actors. I t  is not just the "merchants 
of death," but American farmers and automobile driv- 
ers, who have a deep, vested interest in maintaining the 
world arms trade. Phobos and Deimos are unleashed. 

Are these forces still tractable to men of good sense 
and good will? I t  will hardly be easy.. Those of us who 
view the "arms race" as resulting from a web of 
complex causation will be cautious in accepting niany of 
Myrdal's statements. There are some clear errors of fact 
in the book. especially in  the first two chapters. I doubt 
that reality is as simple as she imagines, with superpower 
collusion quite so blatant as implied by the idea that 
"The Soviet government has often felt free to launch 
broad proposals for disarmament ... [but] i t  can safely 
rely on the United States to raise demands for controls, 
which the Soviet Union can then decline. Thus 
agreements are prevented. And so the gaming and the 
amis race continue." Her accusation that American 
insistence on inspection is exaggerated far beyond need, 
and largely just a part of the "game," is overdrawn. 
Furthermore, I see Soviet-American action-reaction pat- 
terns of arms acquisition, and bureaucratic and 
"military-industrial complex" pressures, as more pow- 
erful than she acknowledges. The book's subtitle is too 
strong . 

Yet no chance of breaking into this process can be 
ignored. I t  seems to me most plausible that the action- 
reaction pattern becomes superimposed on domestic- 
bureaucratic pressures only at certain critical junctures. 
The Korean War provided one such occasion, when the 
United States lept upward in rearmament at least partly 
out of response to the Communist threat thought to be 
implied, by the North Korean attack. Sputnik and the 
missile gap provided another such occasion when the 
American leap upward was literally as fast as money 
could be spent effectively-there were not the scientific 
and technical resources to expand Amcrican military 
power faster even had more funds been provided. 
Khrushchev's stinging defeat in the Cuban missile crisis 
provided another such occasion. that time for Russian 
militarism. Possihly recent American setbacks and the 
new cries (from niany of the same old people) about the 
new Soviet threat to American military parity could 

. produce another American leap upward. from which i t  
would be forever difficult or impossible to move down 
again. 

Perhaps the wolf i s  real this tiiiie. Any\Viiy. the costs 
of trying to retain duopoly are also very real. I t  has been 
said by a White House aide that President Carter has an 
alniost "theological belief" in arms control. In an age 
when conventional theology has so few believers. maybe 
that's reason for hope. 


